June 2006

Safety is our most important Product!
.Budapest, (MTI) - Two people died and four others were injured when a
model plane crashed into a crowd of spectators. Our Planes are not toys .

JUNE 2006 FUNFLY & BB-Q
Saturday the 17th
Three events, no entry fee.
CD Hugh Christian and Cliff Pemberton
Pilots meeting 0930. Raffle tickets available up to lunch break, $2.00 ea, 3 for $5, 10 for $10.00, 30 for
$20. Each entry receives 1 ticket for after event pilots drawing. (These are two separate drawings)
Event #1 1000 Pylon Race: a timed event. Start at start/ finish line, taxi around four pylons and cross
finish line in lowest time. NO modification of flyable aircraft allowed. Wing must be on, no extra
weights. If plane gets hung up on pylon, marshal can free up. One restart allowed.
Event #2 at completion of #1 What time is it? A timed event. Take off, do one roll one loop in any order,
remain in air until you think you are close to 2 minutes, and land. Max score 20 points… deduct 1 sec for
each second under or over 2 min, max deduction 10 points. Must land if over by 10 seconds. NO timing
device or assistance from any other person.
Event #3 following lunch break Spot landing, land in designated spot on runway. Any part of plane that
touches runway scores.. three try's, ONE restart allowed. Score is total of points as marked on runway.
MAX 45 points.
Prizes will be awarded to the first three highest scores. The balance of prizes will be given out by drawing
of tickets given to each entrant.

The next meeting is:
Monday, June, 19th
General Meeting 7:00 pm

A Pylon Race, where do I
sign up. I can out run Barn
Cat, Stu-Pid the Pit Bull,
Coon Hand Luke, my
brother Darrell, my other
brother Darrell and all of
the Gators in the swamp.
Se ya the 17th… SQ Earl

Ever heard of VQ models? Not the ones at R/C Northwest, those are Vmar.
VQ models are made in Vietnam, not unlike many of the ARFs. In the past VQ had other
than a good reputation. Some people said the quality wasn’t there, they didn’t fly well, etc.
Well that may have changed.
VQ is now being sold in the States by VQwarbirds.com and they are sole distributors and
only on the net. I spoke with Tomas on the phone, and he assured me he is going to stand
behind the product and work to get any of the problems that arise, if any, rectified. Enough
of a lead in.
I recently found the web site RC Warbirds.com, a neat site that has a lot of info about RC
war birds. There are reviews, hints on building, finishing, and flying. One forum is about
VQ war birds. VQ has some different planes available, P-38, A-26, MIG-3, AT-6 (2), P-40
(3) and of course P-51.
I decided to give them a try as I have been looking for a T-6, and haven’t been too excited
about the Hangar 9 version, .60 size, and the VQ is a .40 size, only about 7 inches smaller,
but come in two unique color schemes.
Stay tuned. Cliff Pemberton Editors note: Talk to Cliff about the details. The article
was shortened to make room the photo.

John Anderson’s guest Doug Richards from
the Tri Cities area, Washington State.

Airplane hauler

Kelly Martin’s Eagle

It may be up hill but I can make it

Edge 540 noise test

Cub parts on the board

SIG Sun Dancer Build
Just out of the Box

Slim Line Super Fuel Fittings

Top wing cabaine brackets and wing
joiner

Robart aileron pin hinges

Switches Ignition, Receiver, Smoke
Pump

Instrument Panel

Field Rolling and the Bob Jenne Field Improvements Work Party
Photos by Cliffe

Rollin, Rollin, Rollin

Just a little off the edges please

Scrape, scrape, chop, chop

Hi Ho, Hi Ho off to work we go

Ho Hum

Hurry Hugh, we need more dryer belt

Ok, a little to the right

The benches get their spring look

What comes off must be replaced

Raking the Mushroom Patch

Sand, sand, Scrape scrape

Mr. Bills, Pin Board Painter

This is clean enough

Stick to it, it’s almost finished

I’m sealing the runway and I can’t
straighten up

Little to the right, little more, to much,
little straighter, little to the right

The supervisors are multiplying, it’s
turning into a government contract

Stickin it to the Runway

A gaggle of participating vehicles

Final touches

Your other left

The Prez a working

I’d help Daddy spread some TAR but
Mommy hid my shoes

We stood in the sun, The work is done,
Sit-in in the shade, We got it made!
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